
HG
Glass Top Stove Thorough Cleaner

Ready to use, fresh smelling cleaner for ceramic- or

glass-top cooking ranges.

Easily removes baked-on dirts from daily use, such as 

grease and light lime scale.

APPLICATION

On ceramic hobs, and glass-top cooking ranges.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

Apply a little HG Hob Intensive Cleaner on a cloth
and rub well onto the surface to be cleaned.
Afterwards wipe with a damp cloth, and rub dry until
reflective gloss is restored.
Use HG Hob Cleaner for daily use.

PRODUCT INFORMATION.

Pleasantly scented.
Relative Density 1.3 g/ml
pH approx. 6.5
compositions nonionics <5%, polishing agent, solvents.
Biodegradable yes

SIZES AVAILABLE

6 x 250 Ml. order # 102-025 Solstrand Trading

60 Lockhart Road

CAUTION Barrie, Ontario, Canada 

Do NOT apply on hot surfaces, and direct sunlight. L4N 9G8
Keep out of reach for children.   In case of eye contact, rinse for Tel:  1-705-726-5445
15 minutes with clean water, and consult phycisian. Fax: 1-705-734-0857
In case of swallowing, drink plenty of water and call phycisian www.hgmaintenance.com
immediately.   Store Frostfree. Manufactured by:

HG International, b.v.

WARRANTY Almere, Netherlands

Warranties Disclamed:  Solstrand Trading., warrants that its products will be merchantable at the time of shipment. This warranty is made in place

of any other warranty.  Solstrand Trading expressly disclaims warranty of fittnes for a particular purpose. Limitations of Remedies: If properly notified

(as required by Solstrand Trading return by policy).  Solstrand Trading will replace any product which HG International determines was defective at the

time of shipment to the customer.  This replacement remedy is customer's exclusive remedy  against Solstrand Trading for property  damage caused

 by any defect or other failure in the products. Under no circumstances is Solstrand Trading liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, special or

or consequential damages (including lost profit) in any way realting to the product or this agreement.

HG PROFESSIONAL MAINTENANCE AND STONE RESTORATION SYSTEMS

http://www.hgmaintenance.com/

